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Topic:  Of all the truths that have come forward since March 2020, the most insidious 
one would have to be the knowledge of the systemic demolition of children.  This 
phenomenon has been occurring right under our noses for at least 39 years, and probably
longer.  This paper presupposes this topic with the idea, “We can’t fix what we don’t 
define or know as broken”.

Introduction

The main overriding Truth that came out over the past 3 years is that humanity is under the control of a 
globalist elite structure, for the purposes of concentrating wealth to a small percentage of individuals.  
But this is not the whole picture.  If it were, then they have accomplished this task to a very large 
degree, for a long time now.  The whole picture, which is in keeping with an agenda that lacks human 
empathy, love & brotherhood, is that it also is seeking total control.  It is not the intent of this paper to 
supply proof of this claim.  The proof has been clearly available for most of 3 years time now, so one is
free to see the information for themselves, if they so choose.

The intent of this paper is to go over a much more critical portion of the intent to control – and that is 
the destruction of children.  There is a theory that states that attacking the children, from a satanist 
agenda, is the best way to go against [“hurt”] God – attacking the innocence of the child.  While this 
rings true, again, “why” or “who” is not the topic of this paper, but rather “what” – so that we can fix it!

The History of Attacking the Kids – Round I (1984)

The information as revealed from our Truth Centre contains a few points that may be pertinent in 
looking back to see where the origins of abuse (round one) began with the children.  Again, the proofs 
of these points will not be discussed (for reasons of space & practicality).  But the information is there, 
if one chooses to see it, and the points are:

1) “Infectious contagion” & “viruses” are a complete hoax.  By simple deduction, therefore the terms 
variolation & vaccination, and what they are/were intended to do, are meaningless.

2) The childhood/young adult vaccination schedule, from the latest data, is as follows, from birth to 18 
years of age:

  a) U.S.A. -   >76 vaccination doses  [31jan23]

b) Canada –   48 vaccination doses

    The obvious question then would be (from point 1) – “What is the purpose of this vaccination?”

3) The Amish community does not have autism.  The Amish community does not vaccinate.



4) (1988) Vaccines can cause encephalitis (swelling in the skull).  If the skull is a strictly limited space 
then this swelling would be able to produce a seriously constrictive condition resulting in death (SIDS).

5) The vaccine/autism connection could be simply and conclusively ‘put to bed’ if we were to do a 
survey of unvaccinated children and their relative health conditions.  This survey, to my knowledge, 
was completed possibly by one concerned doctor.  As far as I know it did not get on mainstream media.

6) The 54.1% childhood disease rate was not present when I was a child (1959 to 1969).

It is clear, by this information that the first significant attack on children began when these two things 
occurred:

a) when Reagan signed the bill to remove liability from big pharma regarding the practice of 
vaccination (1984), and

b) the vax schedule, at this time, also went through the roof, as noted above.

The History of Attacking the Kids – Round II (2022)

The mainstream media narrative was as shocking as it was brash, when it sprang on us a few years back
– “Kids can have strokes and heart attacks too!”  Anyone with any logic would be able to see right 
through this kind of a suggestion.  But that may only be possible if they were to recognize some of the 
information from the previous section on ‘Round I’.  Well, as most know now this suggestion/ 
prediction turned out to be true.  Odd it is that athletes have been and are, dropping in record numbers.  
When the segment of our population that possess the highest level of cardio-vascular fitness start 
dropping like flies, maybe there is a cause for concern (see refs).

The History of Attacking the Kids – Round III (late ‘22)

Having grown men dressing up like women is rationally an oddity in itself.  But everyone has a right to
Life, Liberty & Property, as long as they do not impose on another’s right to Life, Liberty & 
Property.  So when a grown man dresses up like a woman, their right to do so ends before they decide 
to entertain children with story books.  The deliberate intention to create ‘gender dysphoria’ in young 
children is not OK.  This isn’t some ‘take it or leave it’ rule... this is God’s Law.

Critically - The “Normalization” Issue

During the past 39 years, the issue of ‘autism’ has been normalized in our (North American/Western) 
civilization.  That is the mass majority of the population has come to accept this situation as “normal”.  
Even though a 54.1% childhood chronic disease rate goes completely against intuitive common sense, 
nevertheless, it has cemented itself in the collective human psyche as a “normal” condition.

The past couple of years has shown Round II as being the new step in the ‘normalization’ process, in 
that now we are supposed to believe that strokes and myocarditis (inflammation of the myocardium of 
the heart) are natural events for a child.  At least that’s what the bus ads & mainstream media tells us. 



[Latest – “Global warming” is now linked to ‘blood clots’ (!?)] 

The simple factor as illustrated in point 5) above could be applied during this 2nd round of attacking the 
kids.  But alas, it is the mainstream narrative that dictates the masses behaviour, so surveys like this 
will never be put forward, or even conducted.

Now we find ourselves at the end of the 3 year debacle, we are ‘given’ the 3rd round of the attack on the
kids – the creation of gender dysphoria.  Simply put, when parents & facilitators press the situation of 
‘drag queens’ giving ‘story times’ to children, they are creating gender dysphoria or gender confusion 
in our children & grandchildren.  The fact that these folks lack the common sense to see what they are 
doing is another topic, as this papers intent is to provide the plain Truth of what is occurring.

But for those who may be confused as to what they are imposing on the children, the following notes 
are from a therapist who has been working with sexual offenders for over 30 years.  His name is John 
Uhler and one of his video interviews is at the end in the references section.  Here are some key points 
of the gender dysphoria issue for anyone who requires more information on the damage being caused:

John Uhler – 15,000 clinical contact hours; >30 years of practice

- Paedophilia is being normalized – aka the ‘trans’ deception

- There are bloody psychopaths & white collar psychopaths.

- Psychopath (defn.) - financial, medical, sexual, etc.

- has no conscience – progressive path to conscience violators.

- Today you will never find a man who has not sexually offended and has not had a history of deeply 
steeped pornography.

- Pornography is the undisputed common denominator of sex offenders.

- Sex offenders whose victims are below the age of puberty -

100% are found to be in possession of ‘child rape pornography’,

98% are found to have been charged with the dissemination/distribution of this material.

- We are told that the sex offender is ‘working out’ his own psycho-dynamics by choosing a victim that 
is about the same age as he was when he was abused – This is not true.

- Progression of a sex offender from young adult days:

- pornography – adult

- “barely legal” pornography – adult women dressed as kids/kids dressed as adults*

- child pornography

- “snuff” pornography

* If the individual does not retreat at this stage then it will lead to the point of no return with the 
remaining stages of progression.

* The Canadian euthanasia laws now facilitate ‘snuff porn’ in that it is – “silence the lambs” (see next).



- A lot of sex abuse victims will take the secret to the grave.

- Perpetrators, predators, manipulators – the only thing from stopping them from crossing boundaries is
the other person (potential victim).  The mechanism that humanity has to protect themselves is 
intuition.  They work on victims to turn down their intuition – so that you don’t trust yourself.

- “Furries” – favourite method of grooming.  Extremely deviant group.  In many cases their identity is 
also hidden.

- Sex offenders – “Cannot believe how naive parents are!”

- Perpetrators now can do fairly safely what used to get them 5-10 years in prison.

- As a man sinks deeper into porn – he develops a malevolence toward women – moves from attraction,
to lust, to deviance.

- Deviance (defn.) - Has a progressive trait.  A rewiring of the brain.  The adherent only 
becomes sexually stimulated when he knows he’s having a negative impact upon the woman or child. 
No man is attracted to a child’s body.

- There is no such thing as a “trans” person.  Rather, there are people who:

a) are confused

b) have felt the effects of  molestation

c) have allowed themselves to be deeply steeped in pornography.

- Prior to 2005 there was no “trans” movement.

- Society must ask itself – “What are its priorities - The sensitivity of men or the safety of women & 
children?”

Conclusion

There are excuses and deceptive verbal concoctions that are utilized when the issues of the usefulness 
of drag queen story times become the topic.  Some of these fall under the category of clever syllogisms.
But there is a distinct bottom line to this topic which draws a hard line and is not open for discussion.  
Having a distinct birth date (2005), it is not hard to see that anyone who became a founding member of 
the trans movement was simply a victim of mental manipulation.  The kind of manipulation that comes 
from such things as a very young mind being subject to grown men dressing up like women.

The findings that come from a therapist with over 30 years/15,000 hours of clinical time, are good 
enough to hold up in human court.  God’s Court also has something to say about this issue and the 
other 2 rounds on the abuse of children.  It can be found in His Book, Luke 17:2 - 

“It were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he 
cast into the sea, than that he should offend one of these little ones.”
Lastly, it is our job as caretakers of this planet is to apply love, mercy and forgiveness.  This is the true 
path to Light & Life, which will imminently be settled on this planet.  However, endless forgiveness 



that is balanced off with endless and unindicted abuse is not progression but results in selfish self gain 
(for some).  This is a karmic wheel of ever-degrading circumstances.  For this reason, forgiveness must 
be instead ‘balanced off’ with the requirement for compensation for the victims of intentional abuse.  

The compensation phase will enable the realization that Truth will prevail, to the ones who wish to 
think that 3 rounds of massive child abuse is “OK”.  It is the will of those who stand with Truth that 
will eventually overcome the great financial resources of those who wish to decimate the planet and its 
population [the now widely known ‘eugenics’ movement].

Addition – 07 Feb. 2023

Introduction

The ‘globalist (elite) agenda’ should be a known phenomenon for anyone on the planet who is paying 
attention (beyond mainstream media), and is concerned about the current state of affairs.  From this, it 
is easy to see, (partially taking note of the proceedings at the “drag queen story time” rallies) that the 
attack on humanity and the children is a psychological procedure.  Without going into the reams of 
paper that the understanding of this ‘procedure’ requires, I submit the following article along with these
remaining words:

Strength, power & success will come to those of us who understand this ‘procedure’ that is attempting 
to destroy civilization, from a psychological perspective.  The perpetrators who are bringing this 
insidiousness to our schools and libraries have been guided to proceed with a very crafty psychological 
master strategy.  This strategy on the surface purports to be claiming to stand for “love” and 
“diversity”.  At the same time it labels any opposition as the opposite to these claims – as “haters”.  
This is a brilliant plan that has captured folks within our communities that one might think would be 
smart enough to see through the ‘strategy’.  But they are sadly & clearly not.  Two points here:

#1 – The ‘Strategies’ Frail & False Foundation -

Claiming the tenets of “love” while parading grown men dressed up as women in front of children who 
are less than the age of 18 IS a frail & false notion, at best.  Simply put, especially for the children who 
are below 7 years of age, the sure result of such practices is the creation of gender dysphoria (aka 
gender confusion).  No one in their right mind would disagree with this claim.  When gender dysphoria 
creates in the mind of a young person the need to surgically alter their sexual organs, you are left with 
an individual who will go through life essentially with a neutered, mutilated body that is incapable of 
reproduction (globalist key plan incidentally).  Again, no one in their right mind would say that this 
situation would naturally lead to happiness within this individual.  What you are left with is an 
extremely confused & unhappy individual who has been coerced/programmed to scream out “trans 
rights!”  This information is coming out now by testimony.  And it leads to point #2,

#2 – The Psychological Distortion Imposed Upon the “Trans” Mind -

Common to the trans movement mind is the equally corrupt psychological coercion that has taken place
and continues to take place with another planned and destructive attack on the kids – the autism 



phenomenon.  The key [obvious] take away here is that the decisive and planned 2 items (trans & 
autism) has occurred because someone decided to impose these things on our healthy and 
balanced childhood population.  For members of these 2 populations to think that the main focus of 
their attention should be on those who would be inclined to remove pain & torture from the planet, 
rather than on the perpetrators who actually imposed these items on the population, is ludicrous.  And 
the way that this population has been coerced to put their attention/hatred on those who would be 
inclined to stop this insidiousness, is by psychological manipulation.  One method is by the use of 
syllogisms.  The syllogism is where you have a main topic (A) and add to it a side issue (B) to come up
with a seemingly related (but not) conclusion (C).  In the case of the trans coercion you have the main 
topic (trans phenomenon) and add to it the opposition (imposed gender dysphoria is wrong) to come up
with an unrelated conclusion masquerading as a related conclusion (opposition of trans manipulation 
are haters).

While the evil, well-financed destruction of our children (3 Phases) has a well thought out 
(psychological & otherwise) grand strategy, it will ultimately fail, after continuing yet to claim 
hundreds of thousands of victims (see Luke 17:2).  While the current regime of ‘freedom truthers’ are 
having to play catch up, after 39 years of child manipulation for profit, it is incumbent upon them 
somewhat to learn of the tactics of the insidious ‘ruling class’.  Because when one learns of deception, 
it kind of takes the punch out of the program, and at the same time strengthens the opposition 
movement & direction at the same time.

LifeSiteNews Article – 07 Feb. 2023

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/44-of-canadas-gender-confused-prisoners-are-in-jail-for-sex-
crimes-govt-report/?utm_source=daily-canada-2023-02-08&utm_medium=email

44% of Canada’s gender-confused prisoners are in jail for sex crimes: gov’t report
The report found that 94 percent of the 'trans' offenders committed their crimes while identifying as 
their biological sex.  

Anthony Murdoch - Tue Feb 7, 2023 - 4:59 pm EST

OTTAWA (LifeSiteNews) — A recent report by Correctional Service Canada (CSC) shows that almost 
half of gender-confused male inmates are in prison for violent sexual offences. 

The study from 2022 titled, Gender Diverse Offenders with a History of Sexual Offending shows a 
troubling trend amongst gender-confused male inmates who claim they are women. 

Around 44 percent of “transgender” inmates are in jail because they committed a sexual offense.  

The study looked at a sample group of 99 inmates from the years 2017 to 2020. The average age of the 
offenders is 42 with half of them serving “indeterminate” sentences. 



Other findings from the study show that “Over 80% of gender diverse offenders with sexual offence 
histories were trans-women.”  

The study also found that about two-thirds (66%) had “low reintegration potential.” 

Around 64 percent of the offenders had committed a “current sexual offence,” with a whopping 88 
percent having been previously convicted of sex crimes.  

Of note is that 94 percent of the “trans” offenders committed their crimes while identifying as their 
biological sex.  

The overwhelming majority, or 85 percent, of the individuals, were convicted of having committed a 
violent crime that caused death or harm to their victims, of which 58 percent were women or children. 

A total of 70 percent of the “trans” offenders themselves had experienced sexual abuse as a child.  

Another recent study investigating Sexual Coercion and Violence (SVC) in Canadian federal jails has 
found that so-called “gender diverse persons” have been linked to being a subgroup of instigators in 
aggressive sexual attack incidents in prisons. 

As noted by a Correctional Service Canada’s (CSC) research brief dated from last year, the “victims 
and instigators in SCV incidents were most often men, with smaller subgroups of women and gender 
diverse persons.”  

“Instigators often had histories of sexual aggression against other inmates, while victims often 
demonstrated previous vulnerability in the inmate population,” said the CSC. 

According to official records, in 2021, 93 individuals in Canadian federal jails were in the “gender 
diverse persons” category. Most of these individuals are in male prisons.  

LifeSiteNews reported last May that Canadian biological males who “identify” as “women” were 
officially allowed to be transferred from a men’s prison to a women’s if they ask and their request is 
approved. 

This came about as a result of a new CSC policy saying that inmate transfers will be allowed regardless
of “gender identity or expression.” 

In 2017, Prime Minster Justin Trudeau said he would look to allow “transgender” or “non-binary” 
inmates to serve their jail sentence in the prison that most closely matched their claimed “gender” 
identity.  

However, many women’s rights groups, including those with LGBTQ and pro-abortion 
agendas, blasted the move to allow biological men into a women’s jail as a threat to one’s safety. 

Heather Mason, a former federal prisoner and spokesperson for Canadian Women’s Sex-Based 
Rights, said that female prisons will have to increase security because of a man’s more aggressive 
tendencies. 

Mason noted that women’s jails have fewer “security measures” and there are no “weapons” but only 
an “eight-foot fence.” 



Last year, a Parole Board of Canada (PBC) decision revealed that a female prisoner was frequently 
sexually assaulted by a biological male who was allowed to be jailed at the Grand Valley Institution for 
Women in Kitchener, Ontario. 

This resulted in recent protests at multiple jail locations in Canada, as well as some in the U.S., which 
also have a few states that allow “trans women” to be housed in male prisons.
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Videos related to this Paper & the Truth Centre, Keremeos, B.C. – BitChute, search name “davesheers”

For those who know that something is not right, and do not know where to turn, they can find 
community & Truth on our Saturday evening Zoom sessions @ 6pm PST – email 
ds7715990@gmail.com for invite/link.
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